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Pearson Stealth

B

en Pearson has been in the bow making business since my
grandfather was a young man – 1927! They are particularly
attuned to the wants and desires of their customers. Pearson
runs a “Design Your Own Bow” contest in which they take actual
customer input and apply it to one of their bow designs. The bow
that resulted from this year’s contest is the 2006 Stealth.

The Basics:
Riser: Pearson’s Stealth has a unique CNC machined aluminum
riser that sports stylish and functional cutouts, ridges and curves.
The Frequency Ridged Performance Riser is intended to dissipate
noise and vibration through its energy-steering flow lines. There are
fewer cutouts in the Stealth than in many of today’s bows, which
accounts for a slightly higher than average mass weight, however,
this structure is necessary to accomplish the overall goal of the performance riser. Measuring just over 25 inches in length the riser has
a reflexed configuration, as most of today’s top bows do, that allows
for a longer power stroke and in turn, increased speed.
Just below the grip the riser flares into Pearson’s exclusive tubelike Vib-X Chamber. Machined directly into the riser, the chamber
holds a Vibasorb insert, which makes up the patented Vib-X
Vibration Dampening System. The Vibasorb material is a product
of Vibracheck. The rear of the system is capped off, however, the
front has a standard threaded stabilizer attachment. A third-party
test of the system was conducted by the university of Alabama and
shown to reduce the amount of noise and vibration by 40 percent
over a standard riser.
The Stealth’s Angel Wing shaped grip consists of two pieces of
laminated dymonwood/rosewood. It is contoured in such a way
that it consistently guides the shooter’s thumb into the exact same
position shot after shot providing a repeatable grip. The space
between the two pieces of the grip on the rear riser is covered in felt
for comfort.
A high-mount straight cable guard made of pure carbon and
resin is locked into the riser with two setscrews. Three plastic logos
are situated at various locations on the riser representing Vib-X,
Ben Pearson Archery and Mossy Oak. Using a film dipping process
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Frequency ridges cut into the
riser are said to help channel and
dissipate bow vibration. This
bow also features the Vib-X
chamber below the grip for
sound and vibration reduction.

Mossy Oak’s Obsession Camo pattern is applied to the riser followed
by a protective overcoat.
Customer Connection: Pearson’s
Frequency Ridged Performance
Riser should be highlighted when
selling the Stealth. While it is indeed
a great looking design and a mark of
excellent machining more important
to the performance is the quietness
and vibration reducing qualities it
possesses.
Speed is definitely a Stealth selling point. Explain to your customer
that the 316 fps IBO rating is in part
derived from the reflex geometry.
Our AMO standard test verifies this
is one of the faster bows on the market today.
Most customers will likely find
the two-piece Angel Wing comfortable. If possible get the Stealth into
their hands and let them feel the grip
at full draw. Many times I find that a
bow with a super comfortable grip
will outsell one outfitted with a bad
or average grip even though it may
have somewhat better performance.
Tell your customers about the
study performed by the University of
Alabama that shows the significant
noise and vibration reduction attributed to the Vib-X System.
Limbs/limb pockets: The Stealth
is outfitted with Pearson’s Advanced
Lockable Pivoting limb pockets.
These CNC machined cup-style
pockets are made of 6061 aluminum
and anodized in a pewter color.
When adjusted for weight the limb
and pocket relationship does not

change, instead the entire pocket
pivots to accomplish the weight
change. This mechanism is more
consistent and given to accuracy.
Each set of limbs on the Stealth
is matched based on deflection value
to provide consistent performance.
Limbs measure 13.75” in length and
are situated in a parallel configuration angle (40 degrees). Parallel limb
angles result in less shock and vibration at the shot due to reduced limb
tip travel. Also the force from that
travel is moving in opposite directions, which effectively cancels it
out. Dave Barnsdale supplies the
laminated fiberglass limbs, which he
custom manufactures at his facility
in Iron Mountain, Michigan.
The limbs are finished with a
camo film dip in the same manner as
the riser.
Customer Connection: Dave
Barnsdale has been in the archery

industry since the early 80s and in
the limb manufacturing business
since 1990. His limbs are used by
various bow manufacturers and
have a reputation for precision.
Barnsdale has been a tournament
shooter for decades and remains
near the top of his game. He knows
what it takes to put together an accurate bow.
Limbs set at a parallel angle have
revolutionized the industry and are
responsible for many of the benefits
we enjoy today. This could possibly
be your biggest selling point with
this or any other parallel limb bow.
Pivoting limb pockets are superior to traditional pockets and
should be used as a selling point.
Eccentrics:
Pearson powers
their Stealth with their Hurricane
Category 5 Hybrid Cam System. The
system is licensed from Darton
Archery. In a typical hybrid system
the upper control cam has a dual
track with an eccentric groove that
matches the string let out exactly
with the bottom power cam. This
results in perfectly level nock travel.
The large diameter of the control
cam also reduces the amount of friction or hysterisis. Pearson feels it
improved the system over other
hybrid cam systems through the use
of sealed ball bearings and a design
that yields a more balanced draw
curve. The result is a super smooth
draw cycle and enjoyable shooting
experience. The distance between

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and works in the area of nondestructive testing technology. His entire career has centered around the testing
and evaluation of products. Now 37, he's been bowhunting since age 12. Silks
started writing for magazines and websites four years ago and since then has
done more than 225 product reviews.
Manufacturers who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often asked
him to review products that are still in the
development stage. Silk's work has
appeared on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been published in
Petersens Bowhunting, Bowhunter, Arrow
Adventure, and Whitetail Fanatic, along
with ArrowTrade. Jon and Jennifer Silks
have six children. Silks can be reached by
email at silksoutdoors@lazerlink.net
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know that his/her rig is performing
at its optimum.

axles measures 33.75 inches and the
brace height is a comfortable 7.5
inches.
Also featured on the CNC
machined aluminum eccentrics are
engraved timing marks that ensure
the bow is tuned for optimum performance. Draw lengths from 26 to
30.5 inches are provided through
three modules with two inches of
adjustment each in .5 inch increments. The eccentric system produces a let-off of 75 percent. Both
top and bottom cam are anodized in
black.
Customer Connection: The use of
modules creates versatility for both
the bow shop and customer.
Modules allow for a quick response
to your customers demands without
the need for high inventory of either
bows or cams. The customer in turn
gets what he/she wants right now.
The hybrid cam design is inherently efficient and smooth. Look at
the efficiency numbers below from
the technical testing. Without checking my records, I think that the
Stealth scored the most efficient rating of any bow I have tested for
ArrowTrade. That’s a credit to both
Ben Pearson archery and to Darton’s
Rex Darlington, the originator of the
hybrid cam system.
The tuning marks are a big benefit to the customer who wants to

Silencing and Shock reducing
features: Along with the Vib-X
Vibration Dampening System that
was already discussed the Stealth
employs the BowJax Silencing
System. Included in this system are
string silencers, limb silencers and a
cable guard silencer. All components
are pre-installed.
Customer Connection: With a
complete silencing system preinstalled your customer will not have
to spend any money on a separate
system. This also helps insure a
pleasant experience if the bow is
shot in the store before purchase.
Strings/Cables: Pearson uses
8125 Stone Mountain Dakota prestretch material for their string and
cable. The 20-strand string measures
56 inches in length and the 20-strand
cable spans 35.25 inches.
Customer Connection: Stone
Mountain Bowstrings have been
around and trusted for over ten
years. Their Dakota strings are made
of Dyneema, pre-stretched, pretwisted under 800 pounds of tension
and served under 200 pounds of tension. These strings and cables are
super tight and keep peep sights
from twisting.

Testing:
Before any actual performance
testing was done I went over the
Stealth carrying out a thorough quality inspection. With this inspection it

Two-color strings built by
Stone Mountain and BowJax
silencers on cable guard, string
and limbs come standard.
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Ben Pearson uses a hybrid power system
for the Stealth, licensed from Darton but
optimized for a super-smooth draw cycle
rather than peak arrow speeds.

is the intent to expose any obvious
flaws in finish, mechanics, machining or overall workmanship. Only
one blemish was found tucked away
on the riser near the bottom limb
pocket. Mechanically the bow was
flawless and the machining is
incredible. Just a few years ago people would have assumed you couldn’t cut curves like this into a block of
metal on a CNC machine. Like some
Martin models, this Pearson Stealth
has organic, flowing contours.
The Stealth was set up with a 60
pound draw weight and 30 inch
draw length. The draw length was set
to exactly 30 inch by AMO standards
for all tests. A simple brass string
nock and NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow
Rest were added. The T.R.U. Ball Pro
Diamond release aid was also used

Loading the Vib-X
chamber by mounting a
stabilizer made a significant reduction in noise
at the shot.
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to carry out the testing. A 540-grain
Easton XX78 Super Slam aluminum
arrow was utilized for testing so that
AMO speed ratings could be measured. The rig was paper tuned to
ensure accurate results throughout
the evaluation.
An
Easton
Professional
Chronograph with an infrared lighting system was used to measure
speed. This chronograph is a component in their Bow Force Mapper
System.
An
Oehler
M35
Chronograph served to verify the
speed ratings. Easton’s 540-grain
XX78 Super Slam aluminum arrow
was fired through the chrono’s
uprights ten times and the average
taken. With this setup the Stealth
registered an AMO rating of 242.1
fps. Pearson does not advertise an
AMO rating so no correlation can be
drawn between their claims and test
results.
For an additional reference
point the bow was retuned with a
350-grain arrow and tested for speed
again. This time the average over ten
shots came in at 294.4 fps. Please
note this was at the 60 pound setting. IBO ratings are typically measured with a bow set to 70 pounds.
(Note: For future ArrowTrade tests,
we’ll be verifying the IBO speed
using a 350 grain arrow shot at 30
inches and 70 pounds peak weight.)
Evaluating
the
subjective
aspects of a bow fairly is a difficult
endeavor. In the end it comes down
to an opinion - in this case mine. In
an effort to validate this process I
generally pick out several bows that
have similar specs and in the same
class. The Stealth is a top-end bow
with a price tag close to many of the
other bows in its class. At the time of
the test I had only one other bow for
a comparison. For this test the following subjective aspects were evaluated:

Barnsdale Limbs,Cam Finish add
Speed to Pearson’s Flagship Bow
Ben Pearson Archery General Manager Jon McMurray was happy to
oblige when ArrowTrade went on the hunt for an early 2007 model we
could test in this November issue. McMurray lent us one of the first 2007
Pearson Stealths to be assembled in the Brewton, Alabama plant. At first
glance the bow looks to be very similar to the 2006 model designed with
customer input through the company’s website. But Pearson engineers
have replaced the original solid limb with multi-layer laminated limbs
made by Dave Barnsdale’s company in Michigan.
Pearson has an enviable record of building nearly indestructible
limbs from solid blanks in its own factory, but McMurray said they were
looking for a way to improve performance and the tests of the multi-layer
Barnsdale limbs proved impressive. “I wanted to be able to offer the public a better limb. At the 70 pound draw weight, the laminated limb
increases the bow speed by about 6 fps.” Like the company’s solid limbs,
these new ones come with a lifetime warranty.
While the Barnsdale limbs will go on selected upper-end models from
Pearson, another innovation seen on the 2007 Stealth is being used
throughout the model line. The finish on the cams is not an anodize, as
our tester assumed. It’s a baked on non-stick coating, just like the slick
surface you find on quality cookwear. Slick is exactly what you want on
cams, McMurray noted, since that reduces string wear and increases efficiency. “As a side benefit, if you do stick your lower cam into the mud, it’s
going to slide right off.” More costly than an anodize, the new finish has
to be applied at a temperature of 600 degrees, but should last for the life
of the bow. It seems to do the job: along with the more efficient limb, the
slick cams and pre-stretched Stone Mountain strings and cables worked
together to give this bow an efficiency rating of 89.49%. That edged out
even the Mathews XT and was well beyond other models Silks has tested
over the past year.
Bold new graphics (shown below) and a more dynamic ad campaign
are helping to draw more attention to the Pearson brand, McMurray said.
“Pearson’s entire image is changed. I do also have a patent-pending feature coming on 2007 models, but I can’t tell you about that just yet.”
Watch for more information in our January SHOW issue.
Tim Dehn

Shock/vibration levels
Noise level
Overall feel of the grip and
balance of the bow at full draw
Smoothness of draw
The Stealth’s shock and vibration
levels were in line with what I would
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expect from a bow in this class set at
60 pounds. The relatively high mass
weight and Frequency Ridge design
work together to reduce hand shock
and noise producing vibration.
There is very little movement at the
shot in any direction.
Noise at the shot is not as quiet
as I would like from the Stealth. It is
certainly not too loud for hunting
and the addition of a second set of
string silencers made the shot quieter. A Stealth stabilizer attached to
the Vib-X System resulted in a greatly reduced shot noise. The Vib-X
chamber works best when it’s loaded
with the mass of a stabilizer.
The Pearson’s Angel Wing wood
grip is among the most comfortable I
have held in my hands at full draw in
the last two years. It accomplishes its
intended goal to not only provide
comfort but also consistently position the shooter’s thumb and hand. I
like the addition of the felt separat-
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ing the two pieces of
wood at the rear of
the riser – nice touch.
Pearson is aware
that their Stealth
shines when it comes
to the draw cycle and
they are proud of
their version of the
hybrid cam. They
should be. Without a
doubt the draw cycle
on the Stealth rivals
the very best in the
industry. Along with
shock and vibration
the draw cycle of a
bow plays a major
role in an archer’s Laminated limbs produced at Dave Barnsdale’s facility were
perception of its per- significantly faster than the solid limbs the firm has used on
formance and also other models, Ben Pearson found during the testing stage.
adds greatly to the These premium limbs are carried in lockable, pivoting pockenjoyment of shoot- ets finished in a pewter anodize.
ing.
To sell the Stealth to the most grip will do its job and the lack of
discriminating customers make a jump and vibration at the shot will
quality stabilizer a part of the deal. impress most.
Make it an effective stabilizer that is
also somewhat lightweight as the
Test Bow Technical Info:
Stealth starts out over 4.5 pounds.
(540-grain arrow/ 60 pound peak
Want to take it a step further? Add a draw weight)
second pair of string silencers. The
Stored Energy: 78.56 foot-
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The Real Deal at the
2007 ATA Trade Show.

Deals so shocking, medical staff will be standing by.
The Real Deal will be a tightly restricted area that’s open only to archery dealers, buyers
and distributors. Photo identification and a 2007 ATA Trade Show badge will be required.
Inside its secure perimeter will be special, show-only discount items from participating
exhibitors. Each exhibitor will display one special-deal item and determine its pricing and
terms. Once the show closes, the deal ends. Dealers can quick-shop The Real Deal aisles,
choose their special deals, and then visit the companies’ booths to place their orders.

ONLY AVAILABLE AT THE 2007 ATA TRADESHOW JANUARY 18-20
Don’t Miss Out! Register Today. 1.866.266.2776 | archerytrade.org
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2007 Ben Pearson Stealth

pounds for the Pearson Stealth. By
comparison last issue’s Parker
Frontier had 80.57 foot-pounds. The
BowTech Tribute had 80.76 for the
“smooth” module and 86.2 for the
“fast” module. The Mathews
Switchback XT had 77.93, the Fred
Bear Instinct 75.82 and the Rytera
Bullet-X 75.93.
Efficiency Rating: 89.49 percent!
(This is the amount of the stored
energy (in %) that can be successfully transferred into propelling the
arrow upon release. The bow design,
including limbs, limb pockets, cam
systems, and axle types play into the
bow’s efficiency. An example would
be a sealed ball bearing in the idler
wheel verses a simple unsealed rod
bearing. It takes more energy to
rotate the unsealed rod bearing

Draw weights: 40-50, 50-60, 60-70 pounds
Draw Lengths: 26 to 30.5 inches
Axle-to-axle length: 33.75 inches
Brace Height: 7.5 inches
Mass Weight: 4.6 pounds
Let-off option: 75 percent
Eccentrics: Hurricane Category 5 Hybrid Cam System
AMO speed: 242.1 tested
IBO speed: 316 fps advertised
Available finish: Mossy Oak Obsession camo pattern
Cable: Stone Mountain Dakota Pre-Stretch – 20 strand, 56 inches
String: Stone Mountain Dakota Pre-Stretch – 20 strand,
35.25 inches
Grip: Two-piece laminated wood – Angel Wing shape
Riser: CNC machined 6061 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: CNC machined 6061 aluminum
Limbs: Straight, 13.75 inches, Barnsdale Laminated
Cable Guard: Solid Carbon, straight
Warranty: Lifetime to original owner
MSRP: $769.00

(more friction) verses the sealed ball
bearing (less friction) so more of the
bow’s potential energy is used. The
end result is a lower efficiency rating
because less stored energy is left over
to propel the arrow.)
How does
the 89.49 percent efficiency
P.O. Box 161 • Norway, MI 49870
rating for the
(906) 563-5990 • Fax (906) 563-7344
Pearson Stealth
patonarchery@uplogon.com
MFG., INC.
stack up against
other bows testLimb Cups
ed for recent
issues? By comparison,
the
Rytera Bullet-X
Wheels
with
single
Cams
Vipro Cam had
a 82.84 percent
efficiency rating, the Fred
Risers
Bear Instinct
came in at 83
percent,
the
Wood
Parker Frontier
Grips
was a shade
better at 83.83
percent and the
M a t h e w s
Switchback XT
Limbs
was very close
at 88.7 percent.
All these bows
are single cam
models.
The
B o w T e c h

Patton
Archery

We do it all!
90

Circle 113 on Response Card

Tribute with twin Binary Cams had
86.3 percent for the smooth module,
85.6 percent for the fast module.
Kinetic Energy: 70.30 footpounds
By comparison the Parker
Frontier with PowerLine Cam had
67.54, our BowTech Tribute offered
69.66 or 73.77, depending on the
module profile. The Mathews
Switchback XT delivered 69.08, the
Fred Bear Instinct 62.9, and the
Rytera Bullet-X also had 62.9.
(This is the energy that actually
goes into propelling the arrow.
Basically it is the energy that is left
over from the stored energy after all
of the bow system friction is
accounted for.)
SE/PF Ratio: 1.309
This is the ratio of stored energy
to peak force. In other words what
return are you getting for the power
you supply.
Measured AMO Speed: 242.1 fps.
By comparison the Parker Frontier
tested for the September issue had.
237.3 fps. Under the same conditions, the Bullet-X and Instinct were
at 229, the Switchback XT was at 240,
and the BowTech recorded 241 with
the smooth module, 248 with the
fast. For this test the bow is tweaked
to an AMO draw length of 30 inches
and set exactly to a 60 pound draw
weight.

Circle 136 on Response Card for Ben Pearson
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Hot? Yes, but you don’t need insulated gloves to
shoot it. Pearson Archery® has met the challenge
of taming all the nasty habits of super aggressive
bows and wrapped them neatly into a smooth
shooting, good looking 316 fps (IBO)
system. Stealth by Pearson®.
Hot. Cool. Guaranteed for life.

Limbs
Parallel, Solid
Composite
•
Axle to Axle
33.5”
•
Brace Height
7.375”
•
Let Off
75%
•
Draw Weights
50#, 60#, 70#
•
Draw Length
25-30”
•
Mass Weight
4.2 lbs.
•
Vibration Damp
Bowjax® & Vib-X®
•
String
VaporTrail® VTX

®

call 1.800.441.6734 for the dealer nearest you or visit
www.benpearson.com
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The Height of Bow
Technology
for

$399

•M-Pro Single Cam
with Speed Bearings

•CNC Machined Modular
Aluminum Riser

•laminated Coreflex Limbs
•Mass Weight 4 Pounds 3 oz.
•Teflon Infused Cable Guard
•Vibration Escape Kit
•Insulated Thermal Grip
•Fully Adjustable Draw
Length and Weight

•Axle to Axle 32”
•Brace Height 6 3/4”
•IBO 310 fps
•Smooth And Accurate

•Made In The USA

With The New
•Martin Shooter Laura Francese
•Photo by Greg Nielsen

M-Pro Cam

Silky Smooth Draw.
No Recoil, No Vibration.

Martin Archery
3134 W. Highway 12 - Walla Walla, WA 99362
www.martinarchery.com 509.529.2554
Circle 172 on Response Card

